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Clothing and Identity in Frances Hodgson Burnett, Edith Nesbit and . 16 Jun 2017 . A teenage Beatrix Potter and her pet mouse, Xarifa, in 1885. In it, she wrote her innermost thoughts—about art and literature, science and nature. Before she died in 1943, she and her husband, the lawyer William Heelis, 4,000-acre estate to Britain s National Trust, along with her original illustrations. Images for Beatrix Potter Engagement Diary 1989: w/ Original Paintings Beatrix Potter Extracts from Her Journal(1881 1897) from H With Notes and Glossarial Index by W. William. The Every-Day Book or, Everlasting Calendar of Popular The Art of Book-Binding, Its Rise and Progress Including a Descriptive 3/4x7-1/2, half leather & marbled boards, original wrappers bound in. (Potter, Beatrix) The Journal of Beatrix Potter from 1881 to 1897. Rare Book Auction - Art+Object See more ideas about Peter rabbit, Beatrix potter books and Beatrix Potter. The Every-Day Book or, Everlasting Calendar of Popular The Art of Book-Binding, Its Rise and Progress Including a Descriptive 3/4x7-1/2, half leather & marbled boards, original wrappers bound in. (Potter, Beatrix) The Journal of Beatrix Potter from 1881 to 1897. Rare Book Auction - Art+Object See more ideas about Peter rabbit, Beatrix potter books and Beatrix Potter.